Chocolate Bunny Bits

Unwrap all of the cards. Large cards with a Chocolate Sinister Bunny on the back are shuffled into your Draw
Pile. The Chocolate Booster Deck cards can be added to your Killer Bunnies Quest Blue Starter Deck with any
number of Booster Decks.

GAME MECHANICS
CELEBRITY BUNNIES
Celebrity bunnies have no color (Blue, Green, Orange, Violet or Yellow) or kind (Congenial, Gleeful, Lumbering,
Sinister or Timid). Celebrity bunnies are their own kind of bunny. A player may, of course, win the game with one
of these bunnies in The Bunny Circle.
ARROWS AND KITES
Two icon windows appear on the left border of each Psi card. The top one is called an
Arrow and the bottom one is called a Kite. Please note that both Arrows and Kites are
lit in one of six different colors: Violet, Orange, Green, Yellow, Blue or Red. All cards may
be played individually as traditional Killer Bunnies® cards. However, when played in
combination, Psi cards have some interesting characteristics:
Non-Matching Colors: If a player has any Arrow and any Kite Psi card (either saved or
in his five-card hand), then he may stop play between any two players’ turns, show his
opponents his Psi cards, and use one or both of the Psi cards in play. Any Psi cards that are
in the Bottom Run or Top Run positions may not be used in this way.

Matching Colors: If a player has an Arrow and a Kite Psi card with matching colors (either saved or in his
five-card hand), then he may again stop play between any two players’ turns. This time, however, the player
may move all of the bunnies (or half color bunnies) in The Bunny Circle that match the color of the Arrow and
Kite to any player that he wishes. For example, the Blue Arrow and Blue Kite Psi cards may be used by a player
to move all Blue (and half Blue) bunnies in The Bunny Circle. The player must discard both Psi cards without
using them further. Once again, any Psi cards that are in the Bottom Run or Top Run positions may not be used
in this way.
If a player uses a Psi card out of his hand (either in a Non-Matching Colors or Matching Colors play), then he must
immediately draw a new card or cards from the Draw Pile.
SPECIALTY BUNNIES
Specialty bunnies have no color (Blue, Green, Orange, Violet or Yellow) or kind (Congenial,
Gleeful, Lumbering, Sinister or Timid). Specialty bunnies are their own kind of bunny.
A player may, of course, win the game with one of these bunnies in The Bunny Circle.
Specialty bunnies come as singles, pairs or triplets that make forming a Bunny Triplet
easier. If a player has three single Specialty bunnies in The Bunny Circle, then he has
formed a Bunny Triplet and may play two cards per turn. If a player has a single Specialty
Bunny and a pair Specialty Bunny, then he has also formed a Bunny Triplet and may play two
cards per turn. If a player has a triplet Specialty Bunny in The Bunny Circle, then he automatically has a Bunny
Triplet and may play two cards per turn.
If an opponent attacks and kills a Specialty Bunny, then all bunnies in the pair or triplet are lost and the card is
discarded. In that respect, Specialty Bunny pairs and triplets are treated as a single target. When counting for
Roaming Red Run cards, and weapons that affect bunnies many spaces away, Specialty Bunny cards (singles,
pairs or triplets) count as one space.

OMEGA CARDS
0716: Ω BUNNY’S ELEVEN

Bunny’s Eleven may be used once by a player to steal the winnings of any opponent who is successful at either the
Carrot Top Casino or Carrot Top Royale. A roll of 7 or 11 on the Green 12-sided die doubles the player’s winnings.
May be used at any time!

0717: Ω THE DJARNAK

The Djarnak may be placed between any two adjacent players and prevents them from
using any Aggressive cards against each other.

0718: Ω GO

WITH THE FLO
Go With The Flo may be used once by a player to exchange any saved Special or
Very Special card with any opponent for Carrot #4 (Flo).

0719: Ω THE

CONCH
The Conch may be used once by a player to silence all opponents for two full rounds of play. Only the player
holding The Conch may speak and therefore make deals or exchanges of any kind with other players. A player
who speaks must return a Carrot to Kaballa’s Market (even if the market is closed), discard a saved Zodiac card or
a saved Mysterious Place card for every word that is spoken during the two rounds of silence. Players without
objects will forfeit turns of play.

0720: Ω SEMI-SUPER

SPECIALTY (Lord Of The Bunnies)
Players with this bunny in The Bunny Circle may play two cards per turn. All Specialty
bunnies in The Bunny Circle are eliminated. Unlike Super bunnies, the player who owns
this card may not roll the Clear 20-sided die for weapons with levels 1-12.
A Specialty Bunny that has The Heavenly Halo is not eliminated from The Bunny Circle.
If The Heavenly Halo is placed on the Semi-Super Specialty bunny, then all Specialty
bunnies arriving in The Bunny Circle are safe (not discarded). Semi-Super Specialty
cannot be bought back from Weil’s Pawn Shop.

0721: Ω CELEBRITY BUNNY (Number Six)

This is a single Celebrity Bunny. Players that have three or more Celebrity bunnies in The Bunny Circle may play
two cards per turn.

0722: Ω NO SUPE FOR YOU

No Supe For You may be used once by a player to roll the seven 12-sided dice (Violet, Orange, Green, Yellow,
Blue, Red and Pink) and the Clear 20-sided die to eliminate all Super and Extra Super bunnies in The Bunny Circle
that are the same color as any of the dice which rolled an Even number. An Even roll on the Clear 20-sided die
eliminates Semi-Super bunnies. Good luck getting even!

0723: Ω HARE E. POTTER

Hare E. Potter may be used once by a player to take The Magic Spatula or any Magic
Fountain card from the Discard Pile which may be used immediately or saved.

0724: Ω DAGO BUNNY

Dago Bunny is a Green bunny that stops all weapons from directly targeting any Kinder
bunnies owned by the same player in The Bunny Circle.

0725: Ω BABY BUNNIES ON BOARD

The player that has this card saved, and at least one Kinder bunny in The Bunny Circle may roll both the 10-sided dice
and the 12-sided dice of the same color any time that a card requests a die roll, and choose which number to use.

0726: Ω RED HERRING PINK SALMON

Red Herring Pink Salmon may be used once by a player to counteract the death of any one Red (or half Red) or
Pink bunny in The Bunny Circle. May be used at any time!

0727: Ω BUNNIES OF THE CARIBBEAN

Bunnies Of The Caribbean may be used once by a player to steal an amount of Dolla equal to the roll of the Yellow
12-sided die from any opponent. Only the exact amount of Dolla may be taken. For example, if the player rolled a
9 on the Yellow 12-sided die and the only opponent with Dolla had only 5 Dolla, then the player could not take any
Dolla from the opponent. The player would have to take the exact amount of Dolla from an opponent who had 9 or
more Dolla.

PSI CARDS
0728: Ψ SPIDER

BUNNY
Spider Bunny may be used once by a player to eliminate either Carrot Thief, Pilfer The Pawn,
Zodiac Thief, Pumpkin Ridge or Pinch Your Place. Or Spider Bunny may be used once to
keep a player’s bunnies in place during a Shockwave. May be used at any time!
If Spider Bunny is used for a Psi card play (Non-Matching Colors), then a player may use
the card immediately or save the card directly from his five-card hand.

0729: Ψ BUNNY

EYE FOR THE CARROT GUY
Bunny Eye For The Carrot Guy may be used once by a player to roll the eight 12-sided dice (Violet, Orange, Green,
Yellow, Blue, Black, Red and Pink) and to choose a Carrot from Kaballa’s Market (if the market is open) if he is the
player wearing the most clothing with the color that matches the highest die rolled.
If two (or more) colors are tied for the highest die rolled, then give one Carrot to each player who is wearing the
most clothing for each color. This may, of course, be the same player who would then take both Carrots. If the
highest color rolled is not worn by any of the players, then no one takes a Carrot. Undergarments count as clothing!

0730: Ψ SHAZBOT

Shazbot may be given to any player. The player must return one Carrot to Kaballa’s Market (even if the market is
closed) for each curse (or naughty) word that he speaks during the game. A player may pay 10 Dolla to remove
this card.
A curse (or naughty) word can only be defined by the people playing the game. Since words change from group to
group, country to country and language to language, it is impossible to provide a list of these words. Each group
will have to decide for itself which words are not allowed. The word Shazbot is a safe word, and may therefore be
used freely during play as a substitute for all curse (or naughty) words.

0731: Ψ AFTER

DARKNESS
After Darkness may be used once by a player to eliminate any level 50/50 weapon at any time after sunset or
before sunrise. May be used at any time (during the game)! Players are encouraged to check official sunset and
sunrise times for the location in which they are playing.
If After Darkness is used for a Psi card play (Non-Matching Colors), then a player may use the card immediately or
save the card directly from his five-card hand.

0732: Ψ PUCKER UP

Pucker Up may be used once by a player to force all opponents to roll a 12-sided die. The opponent who rolled the
lowest number must either kiss the player or give him one saved Carrot, saved Zodiac card and saved Mysterious
Place card if the opponent has at least one of each.
The opponent who rolled the lowest number on the 12-sided die may choose to kiss or not to kiss. If several
opponents roll the same lowest numbers, then they must each choose whether to kiss the player, or to give him one
saved Carrot, saved Zodiac card and saved Mysterious Place card.
Before the roll, the player must state exactly what kind of kiss he wants (and where). This will make it easier for all
of the players in the game to decide whether or not the opponent’s kiss is ‘valid’.
If the opponent agrees to kiss and the player backs out, then the player must give the opponent two saved Carrots,
saved Zodiac cards and saved Mysterious Place cards if the player has at least two of each.

0733: Ψ HITCHBUNNY’S GUIDE

Hitchbunny’s Guide may be used once by a player to roll the eight 12-sided dice (Violet, Orange, Green, Yellow,
Blue, Black, Red and Pink) and five 10-sided dice (Violet, Orange, Green, Yellow and Blue – KinderBunnies®) and
to take one card from the Discard Pile that features a picture of the planet Jupiter (either in full or partially) for each
combination of a roll of 4 and 2 on the dice. Each of the 12-sided and 10-sided dice may only be combined once.
These Jupiter cards must be used immediately if they are Run cards, or they may be saved if they are Special or
Very Special cards.

0734: Ψ DR. XAVI-HARE

Dr. Xavi-Hare may be used once by a player to predict who will launch the next weapon and who will choose
the next Carrot. If correct, the predicting player will control the target bunny for the weapon and take the Carrot
for himself.
The predicting player must write down the name of the player who he believes will launch the next weapon. That
player may be himself. A valid weapon launch must target a bunny. A weapon that is revealed and discarded does
not count as a weapon launch. A weapon that is revealed and eliminated (perhaps by the Magic Spatula) before a
bunny can be targeted does not count as a weapon launch.
In order for any player to launch a weapon, he must have a bunny in The Bunny Circle, reveal a Weapon card and
announce a target. At this time, if the predicting player chose the correct player, then he may move the weapon
from the target bunny to any other bunny. The predicting player may also discard the weapon if he wishes.

The predicting player must also write down the name of the player who he believes will choose the next Carrot from
Kaballa’s Market. Again, that player may be himself. A valid Carrot choosing is any card that allows a player to
choose from available Carrots at Kaballa’s Market (such as Choose A Carrot cards or Supplies Surprise). Cards
such as Carrot Thief do not allow a player to choose which Carrot he will take and are not valid. The last Carrot
taken (or purchased) from Kaballa’s Market is not valid either since the player had no choice. If the predicting
player made the correct prediction, then he may take the Carrot for himself.
Keep in mind that if the predicting player himself is the first person to launch a weapon or to choose a Carrot, then
no advantage is earned with this card.
0735: Ψ METEOR ROCKS

Meteor Rocks may be placed under any Semi-Super, Super, or Extra Super Bunny in The Bunny Circle which loses
all of its special features and becomes a regular bunny of the same color or classification.
The special features that Semi-Super, Super, or Extra Super bunnies may lose are:
1) Eliminating all other bunnies of the same color (or half color) or classification from The Bunny Circle.
2) Automatically playing two cards each turn.
3) Rolling the Clear 20-sided die for weapons with levels 1-12.
4) All Red and Pink special features.

A bunny that is abducted by the Beyea Aliens (Area 51 or Mothership) will have Meteor Rocks removed
(discarded). If the bunny returns to The Bunny Circle, then it will have its special features again.
0736: Ψ HORTON HATES A WHO

Horton Hates A Who may be given to any player who must give an opponent one of his Carrots every time that he
says the word, “Who”. Horton Hates A Who is discarded if or when the player has given each of his opponents one
Carrot. The player may pay 10 Dolla to remove this card.

0737: Ψ BUNNIES THE GATHERING

Bunnies The Gathering may be used once by a player to pat up to six bunnies in The
Bunny Circle (one of each color - Violet, Red, Blue, Orange, Green and Yellow). To pat
a bunny, simply turn the card 45 degrees counter-clockwise. The player must un-pat
one bunny at the start of each of his turns until they are all back in position. Patted
bunnies may not play Aggressive cards, but may be attacked and killed.

0738: Ψ INDIANA

CLONES
Indiana Clones may be used once by a player to discard his entire five-card hand and replace it with any five
Weapon cards from Rooney’s Weapons Emporium. Indiana Clones may not be used if Rooney’s Weapons
Emporium is closed.

0739: Ψ PSI

CORPS
The player with this card saved may control all Psi cards used by any opponents. If the
player denies the use of a Run Psi card to an opponent, then the opponent must discard it.
If the player denies the use of a saved Special or Very Special Psi card to an opponent,
then the opponent may keep the card and try again on his next turn.
If Psi Corps is used for a Psi card play (Non-Matching Colors), then a player may use the
card immediately or save the card directly from his five-card hand if he has at least one
bunny in The Bunny Circle.
If at any time the player has no bunnies in The Bunny Circle, then Psi Corps is discarded immediately. Players
cannot save this Special without a bunny in The Bunny Circle.

NU CARDS
0743: Ν ATLAS

SHRUGGED
Atlas Shrugged may be used once to force all of the players to change their seats at the game table. Roll the eight
12-sided dice (Violet, Orange, Green, Yellow, Blue, Black, Red and Pink). If a number of dice (equal to the number
of players) roll any identical number, then all players move to the adjacent seat. For example, if three people are
playing, then Atlas Shrugged is activated if three of the numbers rolled are the same. It does not matter which
number it is, as long as there are three of them.
All players leave their saved cards, and take possession of an opponent’s saved cards. Players keep their five-card
hands. The player who played the card chooses the direction of movement for all of the players (either clockwise or
counter-clockwise).

0744: Ν EVEN

STEPHEN ODD TODD
Even Stephen Odd Todd may be used once by a player to take a Carrot from either an opponent or Kaballa’s
Market. An Even (or Odd) roll on the Yellow 12-sided die allows a player to take an Even (or Odd) numbered
Carrot. For example, if a player rolls a 9 on the Yellow 12-sided die, then he may take any Odd numbered Carrot
from either an opponent or Kaballa’s Market.
Carrots that are not numbered (like those in KinderBunnies®) may not be taken using Even Stephen Odd Todd.

0745: Ν JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE CIRCLE

Journey To The Center Of The Circle may be used once to force all players to place their
five-card hand into a separate pile in the center of The Bunny Circle. All of the cards are
shuffled, and the player randomly deals five cards back to each player.

0746: Ν RED OCTOBER

Red October may be used once by a player to attempt to abduct bunnies from The Bunny
Circle. Each player rolls the die once in the order of play. Players who roll an Odd number
must place one of their bunnies from The Bunny Circle into the Red October while players who
roll an Even number may take a bunny out. The player who played the card rolls last, and may roll twice.
If a player rolls an Even number, and no bunnies have been placed into the Red October, then he is out of luck.
After the last player has rolled (and possibly re-rolled), any bunnies that are left in the Red October sink into the
Discard Pile.

0747: Ν SCARLET LETTER

Scarlet Letter may be used once by a player to force any opponent to either discard all of the cards in his five-card
hand that contain the letter “A” in the card title or that have a Red bullet in the upper left corner (Run cards). The
player must decide which option to use before choosing an opponent.

0748: Ν A TALE OF TWO BUNNIES

A Tale Of Two Bunnies may be given to any opponent with at least three bunnies in The Bunny Circle who must give
any two of his bunnies away to other players. The opponent chooses which bunnies to give away and to which player.

0749: Ν THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

Through The Looking Glass may be used once by a player or given to any opponent to
increase (Odd rolls), or decrease (Even rolls) their Cabbage or Water supplies by the
amounts rolled.
For example, if a player rolls a 4 on the Green 12-sided die, and rolls a 7 on the Blue
12-sided die, then he will lose 4 Cabbage Units and gain 7 Water Units.
If a player gains Cabbage Units or Water Units by rolling an Odd number, then he must take
them from the Discard Piles for those supplies. If the correct amounts of Cabbage Units and Water Units do not
exist in the Discard Piles, then a player may either take Vouchers or keep track of what the game owes him. The
player may take the supplies later when they become available in the Discard Piles.
If a player pays Cabbage Units and Water Units by rolling an Even number, then he must discard the amounts to
the Discard Piles. If a player does not have enough (or any) of a supply, then he discards what he can. The player
never owes the game any supplies after the card is played.

0750: Ν TWENTY-THREE SKIDOO

Twenty-Three Skidoo allows all players to discard any cards in their five-card hand that have a 2 or a 3 in the Card
Identification Number. Players may keep any cards that they wish. All players must immediately draw new cards
from the Draw Pile so that each has five cards in their hand.

0751: Ν W IS FOR WHAMMY

W Is For Whammy may be used once by a player to launch all Weapon cards in his five-card hand at any bunnies
in The Bunny Circle.
Weapons are launched one at a time directly from a player’s five-card hand. When the player has no more
weapons in his five-card hand, he must immediately draw new cards from the Draw Pile until he has five cards in
his hand again.

FACTS ABOUT THE CARDS

0185: 0186: 0238: 0404: 0757: BARRIER

Barrier may be placed between any two players and stops weapons that affect adjacent
bunnies. For example, the effects of a Nuclear Warhead may not reach your bunny if
there is a Barrier between it and the target bunny in The Bunny Circle.
Barrier reverses the direction of Roaming Red Run cards (such as Cyber Bunny or
Cruise Missile Prime). Barrier will cause any Roaming Run card to move in the opposite
direction after it is reversed. Barrier does not stop any multi-target, non Roaming Red Run
card circumstances. More than one Barrier may be placed side by side between the same
two players.

0463: 0758: NEUTRONIUM

BARRIER
Neutronium Barrier may be placed between any two adjacent players and stops weapons that affect adjacent
bunnies. Roaming Red Run cards that contact a Neutronium Barrier are eliminated (discarded). The Neutronium
Barrier remains in place after eliminating a Roaming Red Run card.
More than one Barrier (regular or Neutronium) may be placed between any two adjacent players. It is important to
place the two (or more) Barrier cards side by side between the players especially if one of the Barriers is a
Neutronium Barrier. This becomes important when a Roaming Red Run card encounters the Barriers. By placing
the cards side by side, players will be able to determine if a Roaming Red Run will encounter a regular Barrier and
change direction, or a Neutronium Barrier and be eliminated.
0414: 0759: RETURN

A CARROT
Return A Carrot may be used once by a player to force any opponent to return any one of
his Carrots to Kaballa’s Market (even if the market is closed). The opponent may choose
which of his Carrots to return.

AM I MISSING SOMETHING?
Killer Bunnies and the Quest for the Magic Carrot is a gaming system containing more than 700 cards in more than
10 Booster decks. Occasionally, a player may come across a card that refers to another card, or a card that asks
him to roll dice that he does not have yet in his collection. If this should happen, players are free either to discard
the card in question and draw a new one, or to roll as many of the dice as they own.

QUESTIONS
As we mentioned earlier, questions always seem to arise that cannot be resolved by a careful inspection of the
Instruction Book and Bunny Bits. If that should happen then please feel free to write to us through the website at:
www.killerbunnies.com
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